




- Oral traditions and expressions, including language as a vehicle of
intangible cultural heritage.

1.4 Community or groups Concerned with the element: 

- Palestinians in all Palestinian areas, including cities, villages, the
Palestinian desert, and refugee camps.

- Palestinian women during their celebrations on Henna Day, because
Henna Day is a traditional feminist festive day for the bride and her female
relatives and friends.

Palestinian children in schools rushing to the Dabkeh h to express their 
joy. 

1.5 The natural (geographical) location of the element: 

The Palestinian Dabkeh h, and the accompanying performing arts: zajal 
singing, and playing the argul, are spread in most Palestinian areas: cities, 
villages, the desert, and camps, wherever the Palestinians are. It is very 
popular in Palestinian weddings in Hebron, Bethlehem and its villages, 
Ramallah and its villages, even to the Marj Bin Amer plain in Jenin, 
Tulkarm, and Nablus. In Gaza and its camps. Dabkeh h is spread in all 
Palestinian camps in the diaspora: in Jordan, Lebanon and Syria, 
especially at wedding parties, especially the Dabkeh h of the Dalona. The 
Bedouin in the Naqab dessert specializes in the Dahia Dbeka, which has 
special movements, songs and music. 

1.6 Brief description of the item: 

The Palestinian folk Dabkeh h is a traditional folkloric group dance, and 
it is a performing arts of the movement of the body through regular steps 
by a team of at least ten people. They perform the same movements 



together to the melodies of traditional playing on a popular musical 

instrument, which is the yargul and accompanying traditional singing of 

the melody, such as the songs of al-Dalona, and Zarif al-Tawla, which is 

considered one of the art of zajal, a popular poetry spread in Palestine. 

Usually the lyrics of the songs carry social or national then1es, usually 

inspired by the atn1osphere of the countryside. 

The Dabkeh h dance is widespread in the Syria, Iraq, Jordan and Lebanon, 
but the Palestinian Dabkeh h differs in its movements and themes, 
especially after the Nakba 1948, as it took a form of cultural expression 

about asking for help, attachment to the land and returning to it, and 
reminding its soil. This does not negate that the Dabkeh , with its 
acc01npanying songs, sings of the beloved, whose lover is united by 
all for his love. 

The Palestinian Dabkeh h has different types, and each type has its own 
movements, has a different meaning, and is performed in a mixed manner 
by women and men, or single women, or single men, where the Dabkeh h 
is lined up in the form of a row, arc or a circle and the hands are 
intertwined to indicate unity and support, and it is one of the 
characteristics of the Palestinian Dabkeh shoulder beside shoulder. Then 
the dabkeh begins to walk slowly and then start to jump, and knock the 
legs to the ground in one rhythm, according to the type of movement to 
indicate strength. These moven1ents are accompanied by yargul music 
and zajal songs on rhythms such as al-Dalona, Jafra, and Zarif al-Tawla. 

Dabkeh and the accompanying performing arts of playing and singing are 
considered a cultural heritage rooted for decades, passed on by 
generations, a popular folklore that preserves national identity, and 
expresses their feelings with pride and pride. Dabkeh h has maintained its 
popular presence in Palestinian celebrations and weddings, as it is a 
cultural expression of joy from wedding parties, i.e. weddings, including 
henna and the groom's wedding. And also the purification ceremonies for 



boys. and celebrations of success, or building a new house. They also 

appear at national festivals and events. The Dabkeh took a deep path of 

preserving national identity. 

In the eighties of the last century, it began to take place in a coordinated 

and purposeful manner to transmit a national cultural heritage to the 

younger generations, as well as to show the heritage and civilization of 

the Palestinian people in international and international forums, and teams 

are fom1ed in all cities and villages, and take a form of their own. So that 

it became a science, creativity and development. 

2- Element properties:

The zajal folk song, with its words, music, and instruments, is considered 

an essential component of the performing art of the Palestinian Dabkeh h, 

and the dalona has four parts. Her words are light and raise social issues, 

and the daluna accompanies the jufra (Jafra is Ya Ha the quarter) and 

adheres to the stressed rhyme of ya and the extended alif. And the songs 

of cute length, which are among the songs of the footwear, where the 

singer sings the necessary, and verses on the weight of the shoe, and each 

syllable of two verses is chest and disability, and has an art known to the 

singer, who is usually one of the zajal poets. 

Women wear the traditional embroidered dress during the Dabkeh , which 

is the embroidered dress that represents their region. Also, girls in Dabkeh 

h may carry straw baskets made by hand, which is one of the handicrafts 

spread in the villages. And swaying these baskets. 

The man wears the Palestinian folk dress, which is the hatta, the iqal, and 

the qambaz. Dabkeh h is associated with happy occasions in weddings 

and celebrations, and adds to the councils an atmosphere of joy and 

cohesion an1ong members of society. 






















































